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 BEAM of silver moved with delicate
precision about the banking floor of the
Staten Island Trust. Its gleam jeweled

squares of glass in front of the tellers’ cages. Then
the flash was snapped off; the scene blacked out. A
spectral shape glided around the grilled cubicles.

Again the shaft of light cut a shimmering path
through the darkness. It picked out the massive
prominence of a wall-vault. An aura of stillness
settled down heavily. There was something sinister
in that stillness, a silence vibrant with elusive
secrets.

The heavy steel wheel on the vault spun with
a soft hum, slowed, stopped. A gloved hand
reached into the radiance, tugged sharply at the
catch lever. The inner mechanism slipped into
noiseless operation. With a metallic whisper the
huge door swung open.

The dial of the inner safe gleamed like a new
coin tossed into sunlight. Slim, sensitive fingers
closed over it, twirled it. Numbers and notches
blended into a soft blur. Then it turned more
slowly. Right twice. Left once. Right three times.
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Quivering with a tense expectancy, the gloved
hand curled around the lever and pressed it down.
The tumblers dropped. The safe door eased open.

“Ah!” The exclamation was involuntary as the
flashlight’s ray leaped, dazzling white, into the
interior and played on the small steel drawers.
Now a key was out, was inserted into one of the
many locks, and twisted. Money in there. Plenty of
it. Could the job be as easy as this? Wasn’t there
some catch? Could the old saws be all wrong?

Then, suddenly, the flash winked out.
Darkness again. The specter shape whirled.

For a full moment, thirty seconds, an eternity,
the prowler crouched, ears sensitive as a
microphone. No! Just a street noise. The ribbon of
light streamed out again.

The sound of the man’s breathing was audible
as he pulled out the drawer. Within were crisp,
new bank notes. No time to count them. Plenty.
Plenty! One hand deposited the entire sheaf in a
leather case.

The drawer was relocked. The massive door
swung closed. The tumblers dropped back into
place. The dial whirled, faintly musical. The
massive vault door swung in, clicked shut. The
iron wheel locked it whiningly.

The prowler spent a careful moment in
attaching a mechanism to the safe door.

The piercing ray of light snapped out. The
specter shape dissolved into a gulf of blackness.

RADFORD LANE swung the car from the
protecting shadows on the Shore Road. Far

ahead, the lights of the ferry house winked through
the blackness—jewels laid on dark velvet. The
cool breeze soothed Bradford Lane’s frazzled
nerves. For perhaps the first time in weeks he
breathed freely. Yet there was a queer disturbance
within his consciousness. With all his painstaking
care, his almost ridiculous precautions, had he
erred in something? Was there any likelihood of
detection?

Bradford Lane rejected that possibility
instantly. Too carefully had he erected the solid
wall of alibi about himself. He was sure, absolutely
sure. Now that it was all over, it seemed almost
laughable, those turns and twists he had made. Far
better to take unnecessary precautions, however,
than overlook a single, small necessary one.

The wind whipped smartly past as the roadster
sped along the smooth asphalt. In a few minutes,
Bradford Howard would be aboard the
metropolitan-bound ferry. He would be free. Free!

The smooth texture of the leather case on the seat
beside him acted as an opiate to the vague
migrations of his mind. It held the avenue of
escape from ruin and disgrace.

Mentally he relived the past few weeks. The
events flowed past his vision like some cinema he
was waiting through to see a second time. First, his
venturesome dabbling in stock speculations, his
success. Brain-reeling good fortune, and then—
like being bludgeoned from the shadows—it had
happened. Oh, the story was so old, so old! How
was it that Bradford Lane—Bradford Lane of all
persons—could have been caught in such a worn,
ancient trap?

Yet it had happened. No warning. The market
crash. Bradford Lane caught beneath it. Calls for
margin. His resources drained to the limit. Panicky
attempts to secure cash. How difficult it was to get
money when you needed it Hard smiles on the
faces of friends. Snickers, Only one way of escape.

The bank!
As assistant manager he had access to the

vault and the money drawers. The time charts of
the night watchman were open to his inspection.
An air-tight alibi. Why not? What other way?

A bell, gonging sharply, restored him to the
present. The ferry house loomed ahead. One of the
cumbersome boats was in the slip, obviously ready
to cast off. All the better. It would be unnecessary
to wait for the next ferry. Bradford Lane
accelerated quickly.

Back, far back, along the road came the
somewhat muffled report of an explosion. A man
in a hard hat and black clothes ran, from his
position near the gate, over to a uniformed officer
standing in front of the passenger entrance.
Another man in the brass-buttoned blue of a ferry
hand raced after him. A knot of passengers before
the turnstile unraveled quickly. Several also ran out
to ask what that noise had meant.

Bradford Lane smiled inwardly. He knew
what that noise had meant. The time bomb that he
had attached to the door of the safe vault had let
go. The safe was already cracked, destroyed. The
shattered mass of chilled steel would be one more
proof, if any were needed, that “petermen,” men
experienced in handling “soup” had cracked that
crib. The robber, of course, just couldn’t be
Bradford Lane, who was manager of the bank, who
knew the combination, who had the keys to the
inner drawers. With his pulses beating
triumphantly, Bradford Lane pressed down the
accelerator.
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The little roadster skidded onto the wooden
ramp and rolled across the steel draw into the boat.

At this early hour of the morning there were
few cars ahead, and once under the arched passage,
Bradford Lane switched off the ignition, darkened
his car, and climbed out.

An overwhelming load had been lifted from
him. He was free. There had been no hitches. His
alibi was super-perfect. He was more resourceful
than one physically courageous, yet he had made
good on the courage side, too.

A throbbing engine made the ferry quiver as it
slid out into the bay. The sound of the explosion—
the explosion that had puzzled the running men but
not Bradford Lane at all—had delayed the boat
hardly a moment.

Bradford Lane walked over and leaned
against the guard-rail. The leather case was under
his arm. As if to comfort him, he noticed two other
young men with briefcases. Sloppy, studentlike
fellows with spectacles, gazing down at the water.
Dreamy dullards who had yet to make good in a
world of sharp reality. Bradford Lane had already
made good. He watched the dark waters as they
gurgled past.

OICES sounded, voices coming toward him.
He glanced aft. Two men were walking in his

direction. One was a ferry hand. The other was the
man in the hard hat and the black clothes. The
perfect detective type.

An insurmountable wall seemed to rise up
about Bradford Lane. A sharp, scalding pain shot
through him as he saw the ferry hand point to the
slim roadster. He could hear the words: “That’s the
car, all right.”

Somehow, they knew! Bradford Lane stared.
Terrible, grotesque figures were limned in the
night about him. Men in convict grey, lost men
whose present condition prefigured his own fate.
He clutched the leather case mechanically. Then
the significance of its possession exploded in his
brain, flooded his mind with horror. The leather no
longer felt comforting. It felt like the skin of some
repulsive reptile.

Panic raced through Bradford Lane’s body.

He backed to the rail. He was in shadow. The men
were still looking at the slim roadster. Somehow,
they knew!

Sweat trickled down Bradford Lane’s back.
He was caught, finished. The old saws were right,
after all. Crime did not pay. Criminals were always
corralled. Something must have happened to spring
a leak in his air-tight alibi. And he had the case
with the money in it. He couldn’t be taken with
that on him. He couldn’t!

There was a way, though. He felt out of
breath, although he had not moved from that
guard-rail for moments. He was in shadow. Maybe
they hadn’t seen him yet, hadn’t seen the case,
anyhow. He lifted the case. It felt surprisingly
heavy.

He dropped the case into the water. It slid
from view beneath the surface. How could anyone
find those few square inches of leather at the
bottom of that grey-green infinity?

The two men were coming toward him. A half
moment later, he felt a slight pressure on his arm.
He turned and looked into the weather-beaten face
of the ferry hand.

The ferry hand’s companion opened his coat,
showed his badge. The badge’s essence was in his
hard face, in his hard hat, in his hard voice as he
spoke:

“Thought you could get away with it, huh,
buddy?”

Bradford Lane remained silent.
“That explosion back there”—the detective

began. The world was reeling in front of Bradford
Lane. The detective was grinning—”took me away
from the gate for a few seconds, so you thought
you’d take advantage of it, huh? Well, you ain’t
the first guy to try this racket o’ slippin’ by without
payin’ the fare. But it won’t go any more, pal.
We’re keepin’ a closer watch on the gate these
days.”

His voice lost some of its rasp as he
concluded:

“I won’t press any charge this time, for you
don’t look like a cheap chiseler. So dig down,
brother, an’ come across with half a buck.”
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